SUNDAY HOURS - SPRING 2016

THEMES:

General Appreciation: 143 comments
Staff & Services (positive): 12 comments
Necessary/Convenient/Keep Hours: 75 comments
Productive/Accomplishment: 37
Quiet/Peaceful: 11
Facilities/Technical Complaints: 11
Requests (coffee, snacks, open earlier): 8
297 comments

DO YOU LIKE OUR SUNDAY HOURS? TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!

1. Best hours!
2. Keep it please!
3. Always study on Sundays.
4. Making a huge difference in my grades.
5. Having to work full-time this is a precious time for me.
6. Totally worth it!!
7. Yes! Totally worth it!
8. Yes, totally worth it! Now no more hiking over to Poly! 😊 Thanks!
9. Not even attending Mt. Sac, but great place to study! Coming back in the fall!
10. Thank you for the quiet environment on the weekend.
11. Ceasar helps a lot.
12. !!!THANK YOU!!!
13. Without the library being open I’d be stuck at Starbucks trying to focus on homework. Do you know how difficult that it?! So THANKS!
15. That for the extra study time! 😊
16. YES! Great 4 Athletes!!
17. You guys are awesome!
18. Thank you! Big difference!
19. Love it!
20. Yes! It’s so convenient and helpful!
21. Yes! Super-like!
22. ❤
23. ABSOLUTELY!
24. Yes! A lot! 😊
25. Yes! Thank you! 😊
26. It helps me study and get away from church.
27. Everything!
28. We like!!!
29. Great – hard work!
30. Yas, girl, yass!
31. Thank you!!!
32. You can’t imagine how helpful it is!!! Especially for nursing students.
33. Dope.
34. Me gusto mucho, si si! 😊
35. Thank you!!! Thank you!!! Thank you!!!
36. It would be awesome if the opened earlier on Sundays.
37. Aweswell!
38. Awesome!
39. Convenient. Please continue for Fall ’16!
40. Si!
41. Go power nerd!
42. Please do this forever. Thanks!
43. Yes! Please! 😊
44. It’s alright...JK loves it!
45. COMES THROUGH!
46. Who needs church when you have the library!
47. I agree! 😊
48. Thankful for Sundays!
49. YASSS! ❤️
50. It’s Lit Fam!
52. Saved my life! ❤️ it!!!
53. A life saver when I forgot my book. Thank you!
54. Agreed! Tired of moving from Panera to Denny’s for wifi and no access to books.
55. Wild Mind to be resolved by the surrounding atmosphere.
56. Thank You! 😁
57. Very like!
58. Yeah! ❤️
59. Thank you SMUCH!!!!
60. Love to come to the library on Sunday!
61. YASSSSS! 😁
62. Love it! ❤️
63. Yes! Love it! ❤️
64. AWESOME!!!!
65. Yes. Peaceful & resourceful. Thank you.
66. Very good!!!
67. Tres bon!
68. Chinese characters.... (Hopefully approving)
69. Thank you for extending hrs! ❤️
70. Great! I like! ❤️
71. I thank you so much!
72. Awesome. 😎
73. Yaaasss.
74. Thanks for the wifi. 📡
75. I thank you very much.
76. THANK YOU LADIES FOR BEING HERE FOR US!!!
77. Super!
78. Love it!!! ❤️
80. I love it! Mom of 2 children! Thanks for the extra help!
81. A+ would come again
82. Saved my grades, tbh.
83. I love it!
84. Convenient!
85. I enjoy coming here and getting homework done. Also, I don’t have to go to church.
86. Awesome!
87. Well done.
88. Awesome.
89. Awesome like possum.
90. Love them, thank you!
91. It feel the Bern!
92. Awesome.
93. Put in 8 hours today! Thanks!
94. Thank you for all of this!
95. Very helpful and useful for those of us who don’t have computers. (And peaceful).
96. Best idea of the century!
97. Love it!!!
98. YASSSSSS!
99. Amazing! 😊
100. Is good!
101. Very productive and peaceful. GREAT!
102. Yes, indeed!
103. Now Jesus can study with me.
104. Bloody awesome!
105. Thank you much!
106. Cool dude!
107. Best Idea EVER! Helped me study for midterms – Thank you! 😘
108. Thank u so much! 😊
109. THANK YOU!!!
110. Very helpful!
111. I’M GOING TO GET STRAIGHT AAAAA’S! 🌈
112. Sweet!
113. Thank you so m cuffs!
114. Awesome!!!
115. Coffee!
116. 😊
117. No mames.
118. It’s OK.
119. Love it! Thank you!
120. It is quiet. Fantastic!
121. I very much appreciate it!
122. I love it so much, thank you!!
123. I love it! It helps me be more productive. Thank you so much for the extra hours. 😊
124. Love it! 😊❤️
125. Like it, we need coffee.
126. Me gusta 😊
127. Snacks would be nice.
128. They are amazing!
129. Changed my study habits!
130. Perfectly study at library in Mt. Sac on Sunday.
131. AWESOME! 😊
132. I LOVE IT!!
133. That’s what I need!
134. Helps a TON!
135. Its necessary!
136. Yaas
137. No mames.
138. Love it! Thank you!
139. Helpful.
140. More quiet.
141. Stay ahead...
142. I love it!
143. We like it because my mom gets to study while I'm doing homework, so ....YES! 😊
144. Yes!

145. You guys rock! Thank you! 😊 A happy student!
146. Need coffee. 😊
147. Thanks so so much, really really appreciated!
148. It’s great! Thanks for providing the extended hours for study.
149. Great!
150. Very helpful! 😊
151. Thank you so much! 😊
152. MUCH NEEDED!
153. Internet was not working. 😟
154. Love the hrs ❤️

155. Best thing ever! 👍
156. Thank you. Please always open on Sundays. 😊
157. Clean keyboards.
158. Like a godsend!! Thank you!
159. Fantastic, but computer usage would help.
160. It is great!! Would be better if LAC open also.
161. OPEN STARBUCKS
162. Very, very, very, very, very useful!!!!!
163. FIX THE INTERNET, PLEASE!!!!!
164. I agree! 😊
165. Its great!
166. Love the hours!

167. Great hours, horrible wifi. 😖
168. Its nice b/c its quieter than normal.
169. Thank you for opening on Sunday but can't connect wifi up to Mac everyday. The techs should work on it. 😖
170. The internet sucks.
171. I might do my essays night before they are due! Thank you!!
172. Great for studying. Thanks!
173. Si, si me gusta mucho 😊

174. Nice! 😊

175. Best idea ever! – thank you!
176. Yas
177. I am still behind on homework but Sundays has helped me a little. Y'all should keep opening Sundays! Thank you! 😊
178. Yass!! 😍
179. BETTER DRYERS IN THE RESTROOM, PLEASE.
180. I agree! 😊
181. Extremely helpful
182. Thank you, truly needed a place to study on Sunday.
183. Wish they were open from 8 am – 9pm
184. Its very useful. Working wifi would make it perfect!
185. We like the quiet space and hours to study. Thank you!!
186. Thanks! 😊 We love it!
187. Thank you, most of us could use the extra hours.

188. THANK YOU, GREAT IDEA, VERY HELPFUL!!! 😊
189. Yes, this is great!
190. Better Internet Connection!
191. I love studying on Sundays! 😊
192. THANKS FOR GIVING US A PLACE TO STUDY ON SUNDAYS!
193. Extend the hours please & thank you!
194. Please have the library open from 8:00/9:00am to 9:30. More studying will be accomplished!
😊
195. Sunday studying rocks!
196. Please open earlier! 😊
197. Lovin’ every minute of it! ❤️
198. Hell yeah!
199. Where’s the wifi? Seriously.
200. Because with a full-time job and full-time classes, Sunday is my only day off to fully commit so thank you for coming through 😊
201. Chinese characters for “Good.”
202. Awesome! ❤️
203. Thank you!!!
204. Dope.
205. Great!!! 😊
206. Hopefully Saturdays should stay open until 10 pm.
207. Free food would be nice.
208. Awesome! It’s a great place to study with no distractions! New Sunday Study Spot.
209. Sundays is a great day to catch up on homework and study for the week’s exams. This will be my new Sunday hangout.
210. It’s great for people studying together!
211. Yes – no place else to go. We need this, please.
212. I REALLY LIKE THE NEW SUNDAY HOURS! NOW OPEN SATURDAYS TIL 8 PM.
213. Real good having Sundays to study here at the library. Thank you.
214. YES! helped me improve my essay. 😊 Love the whiteboards. Thanks, Staff!
215. I love to read.
216. Perfect! I needed a quiet place.
217. YES! Its perfect for ANATOMY! 😊
218. Yes, for anatomy 35 & CHEM 81. 😎
219. Heck yea!!! Thank you!! ❤️
220. Helps getting A’s easier. 😊
221. Thanks for all stafs! Love you all ❤️😊
222. THANK YOU STAFF. AS A FULLTIME STUDENT AND FULLTIME WORKER THIS WORKS PERFECTLY WITH MY SCHEDULE!
223. Perfect! Thank you!
224. Great for studying for my Monday tests! 😊
225. Love having Sunday to study! 😊
226. Yes! It really helped me study! 😊 RN for life!
227. Yes! I have school and work during the week, so Sunday is the best day for me. RN for life! 😊
228. Yes, thank you for this useful time!
229. Yes, Very helpful! Thank you! 😊
230. 9-5 weekday job & late night classes. Definitely can get some work done now!
231. IT’S AWESOME YOU GUYS DID THIS BUT IT WOULD BE AWESOMER IF YOU GUYS OPENED EARLIER.
232. Very helpful to be able to come on a Sunday to study!!
233. Definitely! Because many people work during the week including Saturdays, and this is a big solution to not have a place (a quiet place) to learn and study at.
234. Yes! Its not as crowded compared to during the week and longer hours at night compared to Friday and Saturday.
235. Yes! :) Because the hours are awesome, I finished all my work.
236. Yes, because it gives me more time to study and do HW. Thank you!
237. Yes, because I could study & work more on weekends better. 😊
238. Yes! Because we have a place to meet with free wifi.
239. Yassss! People who are dedicated have a place to go.
240. THANK YOU FOR BEING OPEN ON SUNDAYS! IT’S WONDERFUL FOR NURSING STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOWHERE ELSE TO STUDY!!
241. Mt. Sac staff Rocks!
242. Super Helpful!
243. Thank you! Been wanting this for a long time!
244. So helpful! Mid-term tomorrow! 😊
245. THANK YOU SO MUCH!!!
246. Keep it! Sundays.
247. Great! 😊
248. Love it. No more going to Cal Poly on Sundays to Study! 😊
249. This is true! 💪
250. Thank you!! So helpful!!! 😊
251. About time! Very helpful!
252. Good!
253. Love it! Thank you!!
254. OMG! I love you guys for being open on Sundays! Thank you!!!
255. Very helpful & allows me to be more prepared for the week!
256. Thank you! 😊
257. I really love how it is now open on Sundays because I can get a lot done & there is wifi. 😊
   Thanks!
258. It’s the best! Love y’all!
259. State real estate exam 2 weeks – wish me luck! 😊
260. THANK YOU!
261. Can’t stand Starbucks, etc (other places) but love it here!
262. Love it! Thank you!! ❤️️❤️️
263. Kinda caught up on homework. YAY! Thanks to Sunday being opened! 😊
264. Keep it up! ❤️
265. SUCKS!
266. Thanks! FYI – need a snack cart. 😔
267. Thanks!
268. Thumbs up!
269. Yoo guyssz ’r ‘d’ Bestz! 😁 ignacio
270. You guys are de besst!

271. 🧡

272. Thank you! In Zombie Mode.. 🧡
273. Salamat po! 😊
274. The restroom need better driers. My hands aren’t dry, Wet, wet, wet, wet, wet, WET.
275. I don’t like it because my tuition is being wasted on keeping this 90” plasma screen TV running 7 says a week.
276. Seriously?! 😐
277. My grades have started to improve. Thank you for keeping it open.
278. A+ in LIT!
279. Saved my stats grade! 😊
280. ’Tis a blessing! ❤️
281. Thank you!
282. I thank you for it!
283. Thank you so much! Very helpful!
284. Awesome! Pleasing keep doing this!
285. Thanks for staying open for us!
286. I ❤️ it! Keeping doing it!
287. 😊 The best! Thank you.
288. Being able to study on Sundays is why I am passing Biology!!!
289. Cool beans! 😊
290. I love it!
292. No names.
293. Arabic writing....
294. Want next semester, too!! 😊
295. Very convenient!!!! Thank you! 💜
296. Yes, it is cool because study is good for successful.
297. Without the library open on Sunday I would have failed class by now.

MAIN THEMES and RESPONSES

1. Appreciation for extended hours (thank-you, awesome, love it, fits into work & family schedules)
   - 55 of 132 responses
2. Library as place (distraction-free, quiet, resources and services, safe place)
   - 31 of 132 responses
3. Stress-busters (dogs, coloring pages, snacks)
   - 17 of 132 responses
4. Increased productivity and accomplishment which add up to success.
   - 14 of 132 responses
5. Desire for extended hours to be regular hours.
   • 12 of 132 responses